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Abstract—Debugging wireless sensor network (WSN) applications has been complicated for multiple reasons, among which the lack of visibility is one of the most challenging. To address this issue, in this paper, we present a systematic approach to record and replay WSN applications at the granularity of instructions. This approach differs from previous ones in that it is purely software based, therefore, no additional hardware component is needed. Our key idea is to combine the static, structural information of the assembly-level code with their dynamic, run-time traces as measured by timestamps and basic block counters, so that we can faithfully infer and replay the actual execution paths of applications at instruction level in a post-mortem manner. The evaluation results show that this approach is feasible despite of the resource constraints of sensor nodes. We also provide two case studies to demonstrate that our approach is feasible despite of the resource constraints of sensor nodes. Our critical insight to address this problem is that due to the limited resources of individual nodes, we must synthesize both static (program level) and dynamic (run-time) information in our approach. Put in another way, our approach only serve as hints to complement with the static program information in our approach. Therefore, various bugs, such as race conditions and buffer overflows, can easily crash nodes and suspend normal network operations.

I. INTRODUCTION

One powerful technique for debugging software systems is the concept of event-based record and replay. Originally developed in the context of distributed applications [1], [2], [3], [4], this technique allows a developer to capture the execution-level events of software systems, especially those I/O and non-deterministic events, so that it can later replay the entire sequence of events precisely and deterministically. Because everything happens in exactly the same order as it happened during the original execution, a developer can observe any possible bugs in an a posteriori manner, so that the same problems or performance bottlenecks can be triggered and identified.

Until recently, this powerful technique has not been practically available for resource-constrained large-scale wireless sensor networks for multiple reasons. First, early software based approaches [5], [6], [7] have shown that replay-based methods directly borrowed from other domains of research tend to incur too much overhead to be useful for real-world applications. Later approaches, such as a recent solution in [8], focused on replaying only certain types of information, e.g., breakpoints in control flows. Although more practically feasible, such replays may not capture the real culprits of software bugs since a complete replay is beyond their capabilities. Second, hardware based approaches have been proposed recently as well [9]. However, these approaches require dedicated circuit boards to be built separately, which are usually tightly integrated with the particular microcontroller used by the sensor node. Although they can capture events at a high resolution, building such tools incurs considerable additional cost, and is usually not practical for average users.

The lack of effective tools contributes to one of the most challenging problems in sensor networks, namely, the lack of visibility at execution time. Therefore, debugging sensor network applications has been notoriously difficult. Furthermore, because of resource constraints, sensor nodes typically lack specialized memory protection mechanisms [10], [11]. Therefore, various bugs, such as race conditions and buffer overflows, can easily crash nodes and suspend normal network operations.

Our critical insight to address this problem is that due to the limited resources of individual nodes, we must synthesize both static (program level) and dynamic (run-time) information to achieve the goal of instruction-level replays. Specifically, we observe that, due to overhead, it is not realistic to collect fine-grained traces with a sufficiently high frequency that is comparable to conventional computer systems on embedded microcontrollers (e.g., at a rate of MHz) [1], [2], [3]. Moreover, since logging traces will change the timing of the original applications, their presence should be minimized to reduce the possibility of introducing additional bugs. Based on these concerns, we can only afford to collect relatively coarse-grained run-time traces for replay purposes. However, because such traces are so sparse, to make the later replays feasible, we must also exploit the static program information, and synthesize them together. In fact, the dynamic, run-time traces only serve as hints to complement with the static program information in our approach. Put in another way, our approach demonstrates that we can infer those remaining un-captured events through only those critical ones, while we prune unreached code blocks, impossible paths, and redundant traces, so that the total recording overhead can be minimized.

Based on this insight, we design and implement a novel software-based record-and-replay debugging technique for a posteriori replays of real executions of sensor network applications at the instruction level. We demonstrate that, by
collecting run-time traces in a way that is guided by the analysis of the assembly code graphs, we can obtain entire replays of original applications down to the instruction level. The whole process is fully automatic and software-based, so that it can be readily adopted by application developers without the need for additional hardware.

The main contributions of our paper can be summarized in three aspects: first, we introduce the concept of the assembly level code graph model, called Assembly Code Graphs (ACGs), to represent the assembly code structure of sensor network applications. ACGs allow us to easily adopt well-known graph-based algorithms such as the Depth-First-Search (DFS) technique to find all possible execution paths. Second, we develop a run-time trace logging approach to record critical events and timing information during program execution. We then develop an algorithm to synthesize such recorded information with the analysis results of the static ACGs to obtain the actual execution paths. Finally, we perform extensive experiments with six benchmark applications to evaluate the correctness and overhead of our approach. We also provide two case studies to demonstrate how to use our instruction level record-and-replay approach to: (1) discover randomness of EEPROM writing time; (2) localize stack smashing bugs in sensor network applications.

We also clarify several issues that are not handled by our approach. First, since this approach requires recording program execution traces, it may not be able to handle potential security attacks, where the attackers may easily disable the trace recording functionality. Indeed, while we believe our proposed approach can be highly useful for detecting bugs that are caused by programmers’ mistakes, it may not be able to defend against carefully crafted malicious attacks. Second, this approach does not assume the use of extra hardware. Therefore, it does not record all sources of non-determinism. In fact, we argue that in embedded sensor networks, recording all non-deterministic events, such as all sensor readings and hardware variations, is infeasible given the limited storage space. Indeed, our approach is based on its ability to infer actual paths with incomplete information. Finally, though very rare in typical sensor network applications, some carefully crafted code may need additional run-time information to be collected for our inference algorithm to work properly. We will discuss this scenario in Section VII.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the idea of Assembly Code Graph model and its associated operations. In Section III, we introduce an automatic instrumentation technique to collect run-time traces, as well as the synthesizing algorithm to prune unreached code blocks or execution paths. We evaluate our record-and-replay system and analyze the evaluation results in Section IV. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we apply it to discovering non-determinism of EEPROM writing and detecting stack smashing bugs of sensor network applications in Section V. Section VI provides a survey of several existing works closely related to our approach, and illustrates their differences. Finally, we make concluding remarks and discuss future work in Section VII.

II. ASSEMBLY CODE GRAPH

In this section, we describe the model of assembly code graphs (ACGs), and their associated operations. During the following description, we assume the target platform to be AVR-based microcontrollers such as those used in MicaZ and IRIS motes. The approaches can also apply to other similar platforms, such as MSP430, as long as the source code is written in the C programming language (or, as is the case with NesC used by TinyOS, can be converted to the C programming language).

A. Graph Structure of Assembly Code

We use assembly code of an application in the construction of ACGs, though the same technique also applies to binary instructions. Formally, these instructions are classified into five categories [12]: arithmetic and logic instructions, branch instructions, data transfer instructions, bit and bit-test instructions, and MCU control instructions. Among them, only branch instructions, such as JMP, CALL, RET, can change the execution path of a program. In other words, if a sequence of assembly code does not contain any branch instructions, these instructions should be executed sequentially.

Motivated by this observation, we model the structure of assembly code in the form of a directed graph. Specifically, we use \(G(V,E)\) to represent a directed graph of assembly code. Here, \(V\) is the set of vertices, and \(E\) is the set of directed edges. Each vertex \(v \in V\) represents one instruction read from the ELF file (ELF file contains the assembly instructions compiled from C source code by the standard AVR-gcc compiler). For two vertices \(v_1\) and \(v_2\), if \(v_2\) is the very next instruction following \(v_1\) in an execution sequence, there is a directed edge \(e \in E\) from \(v_1\) to \(v_2\). We also define the cost of \(e\) to be the number of CPU cycles consumed by instruction \(v_1\).

B. Construction of Assembly Code Graph

The key step to construct an ACG is to find all possible direct successors of each vertex. For an instruction that is not a branch instruction, this is simple, as its direct successor must be the next instruction following it. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, instruction “ld \(r24, Z\)” is the next instruction after “movw \(r30, r24\)”, so there is a directed edge from “movw \(r30, r24\)” to “ld \(r24, Z\)”.

Similarly, for a branch instruction, we decide the direct successor by finding out where this branch leads to using its operand as the offset in the address. For example, if the branch instruction is “rjmp 6”, and suppose the address of this branch instruction in memory is \(addr_{rjmp}\), then the address of its direct successor should be \(addr_{rjmp}+(6+1)\times2\) (here, in accordance with AVR assembly conventions, we assume that the instruction “rjmp 6” specifies the offset in words, and each word is two bytes, and the “+1” is due to that the offset is usually set according to the address of the following instruction, not the calling instruction itself), which is also illustrated in Fig. 1. However, not every branch
instruction’s successor can be found so easily. In fact, finding
the successors of some branch instructions, such as “ret”, is
more complicated.

To demonstrate how to find successors of “ret” instruction,
we use the following example as shown in Fig. 2. When
instruction 240 “call 82” is read, based on its operand
“82”, we can obtain the address of the starting instruction
of the function being called as 82 × 2 = 164, and add a
directed edge between instruction 240 “call 82” and
instruction 164 “push r29”. Then we need to find “ret”
instruction for this “call” instruction, and the searching starts
from instruction 164 “push r29”. During the searching, we
may encounter another “call” instruction, which will lead
to another nested “call-ret” sequence. In this case, as the
“ret” will continue with the next instruction, the searching
will proceed to the next instruction that is executed after this
“call” returns. As shown in Fig. 2, when the instruction
206 “ret” is read, a directed edge will be added between
instruction 206 “ret” and instruction 240 “call 82”, which is the very next instruction of instruction 240 “call 82” in memory.

Besides the “call” and “ret” instructions, there is another
instruction named “icall” that deserves special handling.
This instruction represents an indirect call to register Z. Based
on static analysis, we cannot know what is the next instruction
that will be executed, because its next instruction depends
on the value of Z register at run-time. In such cases, we

could not simply record the value of the Z register at run-
time as it will cause too much overhead. Instead, we carry
out a per-application pre-profiling strategy that allows us to
run each application and record all the possible destination
addresses of “icall” instructions into a table. Then during
the construction of an ACG, when an “icall” instruction
is encountered, we fetch its next instruction from the table
directly without having to know the value of Z register. This
process is fully automatic, and only needs to be executed once
for each compiled application. Since the use of “icall” is
rare and exhibits fixed patterns, this preprocessing is highly
lightweight. An example on the way to handle the “icall”
instruction is shown in Fig. 3, where the instruction 31088
is an “icall” instruction, which has only one successor,
instruction 722, based on the lookup table. The ACG construc-
tion algorithm will add an directed edge between instruction
31088 and 722, and the associated “ret” instruction of this
“icall” will also be handled like we mentioned before.

C. Inference of Possible Execution Paths

Observe that for each execution, a program’s instructions
form a unique path on the Assembly Code Graph. However,
only based on the Assembly Code Graph or any other static
information of the source code, we cannot achieve the goal
of execution trace reconstruction, because there might be
different paths between two nodes on the graph, and the path
may also contain an uncertain number of loops. If we want
to identify the execution path uniquely, we must know which
path the program has chosen and how many times each loop
on the path has been executed. All such information can only
be obtained during run-time. Therefore, we need to record
additional run-time traces of the program. We describe our
approach in two steps. First, in this section, we discuss how to
find all possible paths between two nodes. In the next section,
we discuss how to collect additional run-time traces, which
serve as shepherds to guide a unique reconstruction of the
actual execution path.

The first problem is formulated as follows: given a starting
node and an ending node on the Assembly Code Graph, find
all possible paths between these two nodes on the graph and
all possible loops on these paths. Our approach to solve this
problem adapts the DFS (Depth-First-Search) algorithm in
graph theory, where we report the loops whenever they are
discovered, but do not traverse the loops so that the algorithm
will terminate in finite amount of time. Detailed steps are
presented in Algorithm 1. Specifically, it implements the recursive function FINDPOSSIBLEPATH() which has three input parameters: g represents the ACG of the program, while v and v_{end} represent the starting and ending nodes, respectively. In this algorithm, we maintain three LIFO (last in, first out) queues: PossiblePathFinding, LoopDetecting, and CallStack. PossiblePathFinding is used to record the vertices that might be on a possible path without loops, LoopDetecting is used to record the vertices that might be on a possible loop, and finally, CallStack is used to record the “call” instructions that have been met during the searching. There are two other notations in Algorithm 1: v_{next} represents the successor instruction of the “ret” instruction, and v_{next} represents the successor instruction of v. The remaining of the algorithm is similar to DFS, and therefore, is not elaborated.

III. LOGGING AND REPLAYING WITH RUNTIME TRACES

Given a list of all possible paths generated by the algorithm we discussed earlier, our next task is to identify the real path through analysis of run-time traces. This task is feasible based on two observations: first, the number of CPU cycles consumed by each instruction is known in advance; second, we can selectively record certain run-time traces to remove those uncertainties introduced by branches, loops, and interrupts. We next describe our approach in detail.

A. Timing-aware Logging of Critical Events

To reconstruct the execution path, we need to selectively record run-time traces. To minimize system overhead, we must introduce as little logging overhead as possible. Specifically, we use an approach similar to the one used in PowerTOSIM [13] to obtain how many times each basic block (a basic block is a portion of code with no branches) has been executed. The key idea is to instrument the source code with the C Intermediate Language (CIL) library [14], during which a snippet of logging code is automatically inserted into each basic block. In the logging code, we collect the following types of information for each basic block:

- The latest timestamp this basic block was executed.
- The number of times this basic block was executed.

Note that to reduce overhead, we do not record the timestamp whenever a basic block is executed. Instead, only the latest execution is recorded, as we find this saves the storage space considerably. Furthermore, if there is only one loop on the execution path and if the time interval between the starting point and the ending point of this execution path is known, we can easily derive how many times this loop has been executed. On the other hand, if we need to replay the execution of nested loops, this method may not be enough and requires additional information. We will discuss this case later through an example.

Besides control blocks, we also obtain traces on the return addresses of interrupts. In most cases, we cannot know when and where an interrupt will occur before the program is executed. Without such information, we are not able to replay the actual execution based on the constructed ACG. Therefore, we need to record the return addresses of the interrupts. We achieve this goal by reading the value of stack pointer register in the interrupt handler, from which we derive the value of the return address. Since the number of interrupt handlers for an application is a fixed, limited value, we can afford to add a few lines of code to record the return addresses of these interrupt handlers without incurring excessive overhead. Finally, when the original program execution is within a loop, we also store the current timestamp of the interrupts, so that we can infer the number of loops that have been executed when the interrupt occurs.

B. Replaying Execution Traces

We now describe the steps to replay execution traces collected from one run of the original application. This process is straightforward for those applications that only have one loop or multiple disjoint loops. Since the disjoint loops must be executed one after another, given that we have recorded the execution counter for each basic block, we can easily derive how many times a loop is executed by examining the value of execution counters of basic blocks in this loop. The following is an example that shows the process of finding the execution path with ACG and run-time traces.
We use the Blink program as an example, which has been instrumented by the CIL library under Avrora [15]. It generates run-time traces as shown in TABLE I. We then choose the instruction 838 “ld r25, Z+1” (next instruction of instruction 836) as the starting node, and the instruction 894 “ld r24, Z” as the ending node. Then we apply Algorithm 1 to find a total of four possible execution paths and two loops between these two nodes. By calculating the number of CPU cycles consumed by each possible execution path and loop path, we find that only one execution path is consistent with the recorded run-time traces, which consumes a total of 47 + 51 × (977 − 1) = 49823 CPU cycles, the same as the 49959 − 136 = 49823 CPU cycles between basic block 5 and basic block 6 in TABLE I.

Although the example above is relatively straightforward, a more challenging scenario is when a loop contains another loop, as illustrated in a revised Blink application shown in Fig. 4 (loop 1 contains not only basic blocks 5 and 7, but also loop 2, which consists of basic block 6). To replay the actual execution in these two loops, we need to infer how many times loop 2 has been executed in each instance of loop 1. In this case, the run-time trace is not enough because it only provides summarized information such as how many times loop 1 and loop 2 have been executed at the end. Therefore, we adopt an alternative strategy where we resort to the source code of the programs to statically find the number of times a loop will be executed. In WSN applications, this can usually be inferred as they are typically constants. If non-constant number of loops is encountered, our analysis method will require the user to re-execute the application to dynamically gather more information, including the latest timestamps of multiple rounds of execution of each basic block, e.g., the latest timestamp of the basic block 6 will be recorded multiple times. By collecting such additional information as hints, we can infer the actual path execution successfully during the remaining inference procedure.

Finally, we describe an ACG transformation approach to address the scenario when an interrupt occurs. In this case, the program will execute the interrupt handler immediately after the current instruction. As the normal execution flow has been changed, the constructed ACG needs to be modified temporarily, so that the inferred execution path reflects the presence of the interrupt handler. We perform the following steps for this purpose: first, we remove the directed edge from the current instruction \( u \) to its immediate successor \( v \). Second, we add a directed edge from \( u \) to the first instruction \( w \) of the interrupt. Finally, we add a third edge from the “reti” instruction of the interrupt handler to \( v \). Note that we can obtain the addresses of \( u \) and \( v \) by inspecting the return address of the interrupt handler, which is always kept with a fixed offset in the stack. As an example, Fig. 5 illustrates the scenario where an interrupt handler is added to the ACG between instruction 878 and 880. After finding the execution path that covers the interrupt handler, we need to change the modified ACG back to the previous state since the program will continue to run on the previous ACG after the interrupt finishes.

C. Implementation Details

In this section, we describe the implementation details of our logging and replaying system. Our implementation is customized based on the properties of the underlying hardware platform, i.e., the MicaZ nodes. It contains two components: code instrumentation and trace collection.

In the code instrumentation component, we exploit the CIL framework to transform the original C code into instrumented code. Specifically, the CIL framework will automatically insert variables into each basic block of the original code, so that it can record how many times each of these basic blocks are executed. In addition, we exploit the cycle-accurate timers on the AVR platform to maintain timing information, which allows timestamps to be recorded when these basic blocks are reached. For each basic block, its associated counter will be increased and its corresponding timestamps will be updated whenever it is executed. In practice, we find that this approach leads to highly compact logging traces.

In the trace collection component, we use the on-board 512KB flash to store collected traces. Specifically, all traces are stored in separate files in a simple file system, which allows
easy transfer at the end of the experiment. Once the experiment finishes, we copy these files through the wireless radio for data analysis. Because such files are stored in a very compact form, a specialized parser is implemented to parse the file contents and reconstruct the original traces.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the record-and-replay approach to show that with the run-time traces, it can replay the execution of a WSN application accurately and effectively at the assembly code level.

A. Evaluation Design

The most challenging part for evaluating our approach is that, ideally, we need to find the actual execution path of the assembly instructions as the ground truth, so that we can compare them with the inferred sequences. However, in practice, such ground truth data are not possible to obtain with existing hardware. Given that it is much easier to get the ground-truth execution path if the code was executed on a simulator, in our evaluation, we turn to an alternative, simulator-based approach. The intuition is simple: if the replay results can be shown to be accurate for the programs executed by a high-fidelity, cycle-accurate simulator, then we are relatively confident to claim that this approach should also be able to accurately replay the execution of programs running on real hardware.

After comparing the pros and cons of several simulators, we choose Avrora, a set of simulation and analysis tools for programs written for the AVR microcontroller. In our experiments, we modified Avrora according to our needs, and let it print out assembly instruction sequences during the execution of any simulated applications.

The entire procedure of the evaluation is illustrated in Fig. 6. Given a sensor network application written in C, we use the CIL library to instrument the original source code so that a logging segment is inserted in each basic block. Next, we run this application under Avrora, and record the run-time traces generated by these logging segments. At the same time, we also construct the ACG of the instrumented code, and find all possible execution paths. Based on the run-time traces, we infer the real execution path. Finally, we compare this inferred execution path with the actual path produced by Avrora during run-time to evaluate the accuracy of the replay.

Here one may come up with this question: now that the sensor mote simulator like Avrora can help us understand the execution of the WSN programs, why don’t we just use Avrora to replay the execution in the first place? The reason is that simulators such as Avrora will typically emulate physical devices, e.g., MicaZ nodes, in a deterministic way. Therefore, the simulation results of a WSN program will always be the same no matter how many times it is executed. For example, although on real sensor motes, the time to perform an EEPROM write operation is considerably random due to hardware variations (we will discuss this example in Section V), Avrora will always adopt a constant, hard-coded value for EEPROM writing time. In other words, the advantage of our approach over Avrora is that it captures all uncertainties through run-time traces, so that the results of the replay will faithfully reflect the actual execution of WSN programs.

B. Experimental Results

1) Accuracy of Replay: To evaluate the accuracy of the replay approach, we choose six different WSN applications as shown in Table II. The first two applications are written based on AVR LibC library [16] without any operating system support while the latter four are implemented based on existing operating systems for sensor networks such as TinyOS [17]. The functionality of these applications are also described in Table II. The term SLOC refers to the number of lines of source code, which is often used to illustrate the size of the source code of the program. The AVR microcontroller runs at 7.3728 MHz. We execute the applications on the Avrora simulator for comparison purpose.

We define the accuracy of the replay as the ratio of the number of instructions that are replayed accurately to the number of instructions that were actually executed by the simulator. Table III shows the replay results, where we can observe that for these six application benchmarks, all executed instructions are replayed correctly (we didn’t take the instructions executed before the timer/counter started into account since they are just a small number of initialization instructions generated by the compiler).

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>SLOC (C)</th>
<th>SLOC (Assembly)</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blinking</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>Toggle the LED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>1633</td>
<td>Read the light sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinking2</td>
<td>1043</td>
<td>4525</td>
<td>Toggle the LED application (under TinyOS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasting</td>
<td>3025</td>
<td>10456</td>
<td>Broadcast packets (under LateOS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>6278</td>
<td>10067</td>
<td>Receive packets (under LateOS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forwarding</td>
<td>8759</td>
<td>10554</td>
<td>Receive packets, then forward them to next hop (under LateOS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE III
REPLAY RESULTS OF DIFFERENT WSN APPLICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Name</th>
<th># of Instructions Executed</th>
<th># of Instructions Replicated</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blinking</td>
<td>20239596</td>
<td>20239596</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing</td>
<td>9623544</td>
<td>9623544</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinking2</td>
<td>2544101</td>
<td>2544101</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasting</td>
<td>902684</td>
<td>902684</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>1270156</td>
<td>1270156</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forwarding</td>
<td>1027501</td>
<td>1027501</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV
CODE OVERHEAD OF TRACE LOGGING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Name</th>
<th>Lines of Original Code (C)</th>
<th># of Basic Blocks</th>
<th>Lines of Inserted Code (C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blinking</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinking2</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasting</td>
<td>4859</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>1464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>4829</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>1449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forwarding</td>
<td>3271</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>1488</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V
STORAGE OVERHEAD OF TRACE LOGGING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Name</th>
<th>Storage Overhead for Basic Blocks</th>
<th>Storage Overhead for Interrupts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blinking</td>
<td>72B</td>
<td>0.88KB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing</td>
<td>72B</td>
<td>0.88KB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinking2</td>
<td>72B</td>
<td>0.88KB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasting</td>
<td>298B</td>
<td>0.88KB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>298B</td>
<td>0.88KB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forwarding</td>
<td>2976B</td>
<td>0.88KB/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Overhead of Trace Logging: We now evaluate the overhead brought by the additional logging code inserted into the applications. We first measure how many lines of extra code have been inserted into the original code. Since we just insert three lines of C code in each basic block, we can calculate the total number of lines of extra code based on the number of basic blocks which are shown in Table IV.

We also measure the storage overhead of the logging process. This overhead comes from two sources, the first one is the global array for storing the execution counter and latest timestamp of each basic block, and the second is the global array for storing the return addresses and timing information for each interrupt handler. While the first overhead is fixed, the overhead for interrupts is linearly proportional to the frequency of interrupts. In all six benchmark applications, the timer interrupt occurs every 50,000 CPU cycles for the need to calculate timestamps. This leads to an overhead about 0.88K bytes per second. Therefore, the installed flash of MicaZ nodes can support experiments up to 10 minutes in lab environments for these applications. In real deployments, additional flash memory can be installed to expand the time length for storing event data [18]. Table V shows the overall overhead results.

3) Energy Consumption: To compare the energy consumption of each of our benchmark applications before and after code instrumentation, we run the original code and the instrumented code of the above 6 benchmark applications on Avrora for five minutes, respectively. The goal of this experiment is that, by exploiting the energy monitor module of Avrora, we can obtain the estimated energy consumption of each hardware component at the end of the execution, such as CPU, flash, radio, among others. The results, which are measured in Joules, are shown in Fig. 7.

In this figure, observe that for each benchmark application, the left bar represents the energy consumption of the program without code instrumentation, while the right one represents the energy consumption of the program with code instrumentation. The energy consumed by each program is divided into three parts, including the energy consumed by CPU, by the flash, and by other hardware components (such as LEDs, radio, etc). We can also observe that the code instrumentation almost does not increase the energy consumption of hardware components except for flash. The later is simply because for the instrumented program, we need to store the run-time trace data into flash for later retrieval.

V. CASE STUDIES

A. Revealing Randomness in EEPROM Writing Time

According to the data sheet of ATmega128 microcontroller [19], the typical programming time for EEPROM access from the CPU is 8.5ms (8448 calibrated RC oscillator cycles), which seems quite accurate and certain. However, when we analyze the run-time traces collected from the real sensor motes equipped with ATmega128 microcontroller, we find that the time spent on writing multiple bytes to EEPROM is a random variable rather than a fixed value. Actually, even we run the same program on the same sensor mote several times, each time the EEPROM writing time will be different. Such randomness might cause some “subtle” bugs which are difficult to detect.

When programming sensor network applications, developers often are not concerned on how their code works at the instruction level, or even the very existence of non-determinism during EEPROM write operation. Even the newest control flow tracing techniques such as TinyTracer cannot handle such non-determinism properly as their code instrumentation was done in source code level. In other words, they cannot insert any logging code into the assembly instructions (as shown in Fig. 8) generated by AVR-gcc compiler, which makes it impossible to capture such non-deterministic operations.

In our approach, with the introduction of ACGs, we can accurately capture and infer such non-deterministic sources, so that full application replays are made possible. In this case study, we demonstrate this point in detail. As shown in Fig. 8, during the operation of writing 16 bytes into

2Configured with 1MHz clock, independent of CKSEL-fuse settings
EEPROM, the program will keep running in the loop between instruction 36720 and 36722. The number of times this loop will be executed is affected by hardware variations. During the construction of ACG, we detect this loop, and insert logging points before and after it. By subtracting the timestamps of instruction 36720 and 36722, the number of times this loop will be executed is affected by hardware variations. During the execution path on the ACG of the unsafe program. During its execution, however, since the return address of the function occurred, we feed the traces to our replay approach to find the execution path on the ACG of the unsafe program. During its execution, however, since the return address of the function has been changed from 0x1e7f (instruction 15614) to 0xdb.

\textbf{B. Detecting Smashed Stacks in Sensor Network Applications}

In this section, we describe how to exploit our record-and-replay system to detect live bugs in real applications. We focus on stack smashing (also known as stack buffer overflow) bugs, which occur when a program writes to a memory address on the program’s call stack outside the intended area. Such bugs are particularly devastating to sensor nodes, since they do not have sophisticated memory protection mechanisms. Our following case study demonstrates that instruction level record and replay is particularly effective in revealing vulnerabilities caused by stack smash bugs. The unsafe code we choose belongs to the CC2420 radio driver of the MicaZ hardware platform, as shown below.

```c
inline void cc2420radiom_PacketRcvd(void) {
  Radio_MsgPtr pBuf;
  uint8_t tmp_buff[4];
  int i;
  ...
  pBuf = cc2420radiom_Receive_receive((Radio_MsgPtr)pBuf);
  i = 0;
  //unsafe code starts here
  while(i < pBuf->length) {
    //vulnerability
    tmp_buff[i] = pBuf->data[i];
    i+4;
  }
  ...
  buffer = tmp_buff;
}
```

Note that here, we insert some unsafe code similar to those used in [20] into a large application such that under certain circumstances, a stack buffer overflow will be triggered. In this program, \texttt{tmp\_buff} is a local array with a size of 4 bytes, and \texttt{pBuf} is a pointer pointing to the received packet. The \texttt{while} loop copies \texttt{pBuf->length} bytes of data from the payload of received packet into array \texttt{tmp\_buff}. If the payload size of the received packet (\texttt{pBuf->length}) is set to a value larger than 4, a stack buffer overflow will occur.

Now we construct a mal-packet which has a payload of size 16 bytes shown as follows.

```c
uint8_t payload[16] = {
  0x00, 0xdb, 0x00, 0xdb,
  0x00, 0xdb, 0x00, 0xdb,
  0x00, 0xdb, 0x00, 0xdb,
  0x00, 0xdb, 0x00, 0xdb
};
```

Once the sensor node that contains the unsafe code introduced above receives this packet, a buffer overflow will occur and the stack of the sensor node will be smashed. The layout of the stack before and after the buffer overflow is shown in Table VII.

According to this table, we know that the high 8-bit and low 8-bit of the return address (@ret\textsubscript{H}, @ret\textsubscript{L}) of this packet receiving function are stored on the stack at address 0x10e8 and address 0x10e7, respectively, and the normal value of the return address before the buffer overflow is 0x1e7f. However, because of the lack of the bound checks, more data were written to the buffer \texttt{tmp\_buff} than it could store, and the new data overlapped with the original data stored on the stack, including the return address of this function. As a result, when this function returns, it will return to 0xdb instead of 0x1e7f.

We now demonstrate how our ACG based instruction level record-and-replay approach can detect this stack buffer overflow bug. First, we instrument the C code of the sensor application to construct its ACG. Second, we run this unsafe sensor application to receive packets that contain relatively long payloads that will trigger this bug. After collecting the run-time traces from the node on which stack buffer overflows occurred, we feed the traces to our replay approach to find the execution path on the ACG of the unsafe program. During its execution, however, since the return address of the function has been changed from 0x1e7f (instruction 15614) to 0xdb,

\textbf{Note:}

According to this table, we know that the high 8-bit and low 8-bit of the return address (@ret\textsubscript{H}, @ret\textsubscript{L}) of this packet receiving function are stored on the stack at address 0x10e8 and address 0x10e7, respectively, and the normal value of the return address before the buffer overflow is 0x1e7f. However, because of the lack of the bound checks, more data were written to the buffer \texttt{tmp\_buff} than it could store, and the new data overlapped with the original data stored on the stack, including the return address of this function. As a result, when this function returns, it will return to 0xdb instead of 0x1e7f.

We now demonstrate how our ACG based instruction level record-and-replay approach can detect this stack buffer overflow bug. First, we instrument the C code of the sensor application to construct its ACG. Second, we run this unsafe sensor application to receive packets that contain relatively long payloads that will trigger this bug. After collecting the run-time traces from the node on which stack buffer overflows occurred, we feed the traces to our replay approach to find the execution path on the ACG of the unsafe program. During its execution, however, since the return address of the function has been changed from 0x1e7f (instruction 15614) to 0xdb.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Table VII
\label{tab:table_vii}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Memory Address & Usage & Buffer Overflow & Buffer Overflow \\
\hline
0x10e8 & End of IRAM & … & … \\
0x10e7 & other & 0x00 & 0xdb \\
0x10e6 & ret & 0x1e & 0xdb \\
0x10e5 & ret & 0x1f & 0xdb \\
0x10e4 & ret & 0x20 & 0xdb \\
0x10e3 & ret & 0x21 & 0xdb \\
0x10e2 & ret & 0x22 & 0xdb \\
0x10e1 & ret & 0x23 & 0xdb \\
0x10e0 & ret & 0x24 & 0xdb \\
0x10dd & tmp\_buf\[2\] & 0x00 & 0x00 \\
0x10dc & tmp\_buf\[1\] & 0x00 & 0x00 \\
0x10db & tmp\_buf\[0\] & 0x00 & 0x00 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\section*{Conclusions}

In this paper, we have presented a new approach to detect live stack buffer overflow bugs in sensor networks. Our approach is based on a call graph of the unsafe code and a record-and-replay system. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach on a number of sensor network applications. Our future work will focus on applying our approach to a larger set of real-world sensor network applications and developing a more efficient and scalable implementation of our approach.
and the interrupts will produce exactly the same control-flow traces [30]. Indeed, different from our approach, TinyTracer is not aiming to achieve full-scale instruction level replay.

Different from TinyTracer, AVEKSHA [9] is a combined, hardware-software approach for non-intrusive tracing and profiling of wireless embedded systems. The authors designed a debugging board that interfaces with the on-chip debugging module of an embedded processor through the JTAG interface. The experimental results provided in the AVEKSHA paper showed that AVEKSHA can log a wide range of events for replay purposes. However, the AVEKSHA debugging board is customized using Actel FPGA for the microcontroller unit (MCU) MSP430F1611 from Texas Instruments, which not only adds considerable hardware cost, but also makes it highly platform-dependent.

Finally, a third piece of related work is FSMGen [32]. Strictly speaking, it is not a stand-alone tracing approach. Instead, it is used to infer a user-readable high-level representation of any component of a TinyOS program. This high-level representation accurately extracts system logic from low-level programs, based on an instantiation of the nesC program running on top of the TinyOS operating system, while abstracting away platform-specific details. The authors illustrate that this high-level program representation can be used to aid programmer on understanding, error detection, and correctness validation. However, since this approach is based on a relatively coarse approximation of the TinyOS event-driven execution model, it cannot precisely capture the functionality of low-level interrupt-driven code, such as the timer component and the radio component of TinyOS.

 VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have designed and implemented an effective approach that enables logging and replaying of sensor network applications in resource constrained environments. The key insight of this approach is that, by combining runtime traces of sensor network applications together with static analysis of their program structures, we can obtain the entire execution history of applications without the need for additional hardware. We have demonstrated the scalability of this approach with a range of benchmark applications. According to our evaluation results, the presented approach can obtain a high accuracy in replaying original applications at the instruction level, which will help developers obtain better visibility on the actual execution of their sensor network applications. Finally, to demonstrate the usefulness of our approach, we show how to use our approach to reveal non-deterministic program behavior, and detect stack smashing bugs in real sensor network applications.

Although not observed in our experiments, we note that theoretically, it is possible for a developer to carefully craft a piece of code whose execution cannot be completely replayed by our existing approach. For example, such a piece of code may contain a loop, within which there are multiple execution paths. Though we can record how many times each execution
path within the loop has been executed, based on the runtime information we collected, our existing approach will not be able to infer the actual execution interleaving of these paths because we only record the newest timestamp for each basic block to reduce tracing overhead. There are two ways to extend our existing framework to address this issue, by either requiring them to change their source code organization to avoid this issue, or adding additional logging points with a higher overhead. We also note that in practice, none of the test cases we tested have met this issue.

In the future, we intend to apply our approach to larger deployments, including those are distributed by nature, and evaluate their corresponding performance. One interesting question we noticed is that although our approach, which is based on using global timing information and execution history for each basic block, proves to be sufficient for individual nodes, is such information sufficient for large-scale, distributed replays? Answering such questions requires us to investigate the unique challenges that arise when the applications span a network of nodes, whose coordination becomes the key to ensure that the results are accurate and dependable.
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